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Abstract 
 
Large-Eddy Simulation of near-field pollutant dispersion from stacks on the roof of a low-rise building in 
downtown Montreal is performed. Two wind directions are considered, with different wind-flow patterns and 
plume behavior. The computed mean concentration field is analyzed by means of the convective and turbulent 
(including subgrid-scale) mass fluxes. This decomposition provides insight into the dispersion process and 
allows an evaluation of common turbulent transport models used with the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
approach, such as the standard gradient-diffusion hypothesis. Despite the specific character of the flow and 
dispersion patterns due to the complex geometry of the urban area under study, some similarities are found with 
the generic case of dispersion around an isolated simple building. Moreover, the analysis of dispersion in 
downtown Montreal is facilitated by the physical insight gained by the study of the generic case. In this sense, 
the present study supports the use of generic, simplified cases to investigate and understand environmental 
processes as they occur in real and more complex situations. Reciprocally, the results of this applied study show 
the influence on the dispersion process of the rooftop structures and of the orientation of the emitting building 
with respect to the incoming wind flow, providing directions for further research on generic cases. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Outdoor air pollution is one of the major environmental problems today. Urban areas are characterized by a 
wide range of pollutant sources such as building HVAC systems, traffic, industry, etc. Urban air pollution is 
associated with a broad spectrum of acute and chronic health effects [1]. The present paper focuses on the so-
called near-field pollutant dispersion, which refers to local emission sources and dispersion of these emissions at 
the scale of nearby individual buildings up to neighborhoods.  
Urban wind flow and pollutant dispersion can be assessed by field measurements, reduced-scale wind-tunnel 
experiments or numerical simulation with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Each method has its particular 
advantages and disadvantages. Full-scale measurements can suffer from the inherently uncontrollable and 
unsteady meteorological conditions [2-4]. In addition, they are usually only performed at a few discrete 
positions in space and do not provide a whole image of the flow field. Reduced-scale experiments in 
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) wind tunnels allow full control over the initial and boundary conditions of 
the experiments, but are generally also only performed at a few selected points in the urban model. In addition, 
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they can suffer from potentially incompatible similarity requirements. Like wind-tunnel testing, also CFD 
allows full control over the initial and boundary conditions. In addition, CFD provides whole-flow field data, i.e. 
data on the relevant parameters in all points of the computational domain. Unlike wind-tunnel testing, CFD does 
not suffer from potentially incompatible similarity requirements because simulations can be performed at full 
scale. In particular, CFD can allow insights in the flow and dispersion process that are very difficult to obtain 
otherwise. However, the accuracy and reliability of CFD are important concerns and solution verification and 
validation studies are imperative. The experimental data for validation in turn need to satisfy important quality 
criteria [2,3].  
In the past 50 years, CFD has increasingly been developed and applied as an assessment tool in wind 
engineering [5]. This is demonstrated by both general review papers (e.g. [5-13]) and review papers on topics of 
particular interest such as dispersion of pollutants (e.g. [14-18]). In two recent contributions, Tominaga and 
Stathopoulos [16] and Di Sabatino et al. [17] address the possibilities and limitations of Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations versus Large Eddy Simulation. Tominaga and Stathopoulos [16] mention 
three key physical features of near-field pollutant dispersion, all of which are difficult to capture with RANS 
simulations: three-dimensionality of the flow, unsteadiness of the large-scale flow structures and anisotropy of 
turbulent scalar fluxes. LES on the other hand is capable of capturing all these features, on the condition that 
numerical and physical modelling errors can be limited. Indeed, care for accuracy and reliability is maybe even 
more important in LES than in RANS because, as stated by Hanna [19] “… as the model formulation increases 
in complexity, the likelihood of degrading the model’s performance due to input data and model parameter 
uncertainty increases as well.” In addition, a well-known problem of LES simulations is their high 
computational cost, which is easily one order of magnitude larger than for RANS [16]. This drawback becomes 
even more pronounced for practical applications, where generally simulations need to be performed for at least 
12 wind directions [20]. The complexity of the model formulation of LES and its high computational cost are 
probably the main reasons why in many cases and especially in practical applications, steady RANS is still 
being used to assess near-field pollutant dispersion [18].  
In spite of these limitations, LES can be applied as a research tool, to provide more insight into the 
dispersion process, by analyzing convective and turbulent mass fluxes, and to evaluate common turbulent 
transport models used with the RANS approach, such as the standard gradient-diffusion hypothesis (SGDH) (see 
e.g. [21]). Such an analysis, for an actual urban area, is the subject of the present paper.  
In turbulent flows, molecular diffusion of a pollutant gas is generally negligible and pollutant dispersion 
can be seen as the combination of convective and turbulent mass transport, corresponding to the transport by the 
mean flow and by the turbulent fluctuations, respectively. This decomposition is actually the basic principle of 
the RANS turbulence modeling approach. The convective mass flux is given by: 
 
CUQ iic ,  (1) 
 
where Ui = <ui> is the time mean velocity in direction i and C = <c> is the time mean concentration. The turbulent mass flux is defined as:  
 
t,i iQ u c      (2) 
 
where the angle brackets denote time averaging and ui’ and c’ are the velocity and concentration fluctuations, respectively. In RANS models, Qc,i is computed based on the mean variables while the turbulent mass flux needs to be modeled because the turbulent fluctuations of velocity and concentration are not explicitly resolved. 
The turbulent mass flux is generally assumed to be proportional and opposite to the gradient of the mean 
concentration, with the so-called gradient-diffusion hypothesis or first-order closure:  
 
i
tit, x
CDQ 
 , (3) 
 
with Dt being the turbulent mass diffusivity. Often, Dt is assumed to be a scalar, while actually being a tensor, and Eq. (3) then represents that “standard” gradient-diffusion hypothesis (SGDH).  
A large majority of the CFD studies of pollutant dispersion with the RANS turbulence modeling approach 
use the SGDH to compute the turbulent mass flux, mainly because of the simplicity of this model (e.g. [22-26]). 
RANS simulations of pollutant dispersion with other mass-flux models are rather rare in the literature (e.g. [27-
29]). The SGDH has two main disadvantages: (i) the fact that Dt is often not a scalar but a tensor and (ii) the fact that it is strongly dependent on the turbulent Schmidt number (Sct = νt/Dt) input value that allows computation 
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of Dt based on the turbulent viscosity νt [30]. Generally, this value is taken to be constant in space and time, 
while often it is a function of the type of flow field and varies in space and time. Furthermore, in some cases 
like, for example, dispersion from a rooftop vent on a cubical building and, more generally, for shear-dominated 
flows, it appears that the SGDH is not always valid: in the streamwise direction, turbulent mass transport can act 
from low to high levels of the mean concentration. Further investigation of the underlying physical mechanism 
as performed in [32] showed the importance of the large-scale vortical structures present in the shear layers 
developing from the roof and sides of a cubical building with its windward facade perpendicular to the approach 
flow. These structures create peaks of both velocity and concentration fluctuations. The fluctuations of the 
streamwise velocity and concentration are most of the time of opposite sign, which explains why the covariance 
(i.e. <u’c’>, the streamwise component of the turbulent mass flux) is negative, hence of the same sign as the 
mean concentration derivative in this direction. 
The present study aims at providing more insight into the dispersion process, by analyzing convective 
and turbulent mass fluxes, and to evaluate the validity of the SGDH for near-field dispersion in the actual urban 
area of part of downtown Montreal, Canada. The density of the surrounding buildings is high, which makes the 
flow and concentration field particularly complex and challenging to predict. The LES simulations reproduce 
the wind-tunnel experiments by Stathopoulos et al. [33]. In an earlier study [34], these LES simulations were 
used to predict mean surface-concentration values. In contrast to the previous study, the present study focuses 
mainly on the spatial plume structure and dispersion process. For this purpose, it will be shown that in the main 
area of interest, the SGS mass flux is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the total turbulent mass flux . 
This indicates that LES provides an accurate estimation of the turbulent mass flux and can therefore be used to 
provide insight in the dispersion process and the validity of the SGDH. 
 
2. Numerical model 
 
2.1. Computational domains, grids and boundary conditions 
 
Two wind-tunnel experiments of pollutant dispersion in downtown Montreal performed by Stathopoulos et al. 
[33] at scale 1:200 are reproduced with ANSYS/Fluent 6.3. SF6 is used as a tracer gas and is released from a stack on the roof of a three-story building (named ‘BE building’) in the city center (Fig. 1). The first case (case 
SW) is for southwest wind direction, a stack height hs = 1 m (full-scale dimensions) and a velocity ratio M = 
We/UH = 5, with We the stack exhaust velocity and UH the mean approach-flow wind velocity at building height (H = 13.6 m). For this wind direction, the BE building is located immediately downstream of the Faubourg 
building (Fig. 1b). The second case (case W) is for westerly wind direction, hs = 3 m and M = 3. In this case, the emitting building is located in the far wake of several high-rise buildings (Fig. 1c). Note that the stack location 
is different for these cases. 
The computational domains and grids are identical to those used for the simulations in [34], where they 
were named “SW-m” and “W-m”. The domain dimensions are based on the COST Action 732 and AIJ 
guidelines [35,36]: 5×2.125×1.65 m³ (73.5H×31.2H×24.3H) for case SW and 5.75×2.3×1.65 m³ 
(84.5H×33.8H×24.3H) for case W at reduced scale 1:200, and the inlet and outlet planes are perpendicular to 
the flow direction (x) in both cases. The spanwise and vertical coordinates correspond to y and z, respectively.  
The high-resolution computational grids are shown in Figures 2 and 3. They have been created with the 
surface-grid extrusion technique [37]. The resolution was determined using a grid-sensitivity analysis. The grids 
for the cases SW and W are composed of 4,791,744 and 5,257,343 hexahedral cells, respectively, arranged in a 
horizontally-unstructured and vertically-structured way. The dimension of the cells ranges from a few 
centimeters around the source (full-scale dimensions) to several meters at the external boundaries of the domain 
in order to keep a reasonable total number of cells. This inevitably leads to cells with a high aspect ratio which 
are not optimal for LES but which can hardly be avoided in practice. A previous LES study of wind flow around 
an isolated building with aspect ratio 1:1:2 [38] has shown that 20 cells per building side are sufficient to ensure 
a well-resolved LES in the sense that 80% of the total turbulent kinetic energy is resolved. Considering the high-
resolution used here to discretize the emitting building (e.g. 130×96×49 for case SW), it can be inferred that the 
present simulation constitutes a well-resolved LES in the region of interest around the emitting building.  
At the inlet of the domain, the profiles of mean wind speed U, turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulence 
dissipation rate ε are imposed, based on the wind-tunnel measurements. For both wind directions the mean 
velocity profile is given by the power law:  
 
α
refref z
z
U
U(z)



 , (4) 
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where α = 0.3. The turbulent kinetic energy is given by:  
   2UIk(z) u , (5) 
 
with Iu the streamwise turbulence intensity (Iu = σu/U, with σu the standard deviation of u) which is 35% at ground level and 5% at 0.6 m height in the wind tunnel. Note that the k-profile has been deduced following the 
assumption σu2 = σv2 + σw2 [36,39]. The ε-profile is based on the assumption of equilibrium between production 
and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in the incoming flow:  
 
)z (z κ
uε(z)
0
3* 
ABL
 , (6) 
 
with u* = 1.01 m s-1 the friction velocity, κ = 0.41 the von Karman constant and z0 = 0.0033 m (model scale) the aerodynamic roughness length. The prescribed profiles allow generating the time-dependent velocity profile at 
the inlet of the domain using the vortex method [40] with 190 vortices. Two-dimensional vortices whose 
individual size and intensity depend on the local value of k and ε are created and transported randomly in the 
inlet plane and generate in this way perturbations on the lateral and vertical velocity components. Perturbations 
imposed on the mean streamwise velocity are deduced from the perturbations induced in the inlet plane [40]. 
However, it should be noted that this method generally does not produce appropriate integral length scales and 
is generally not divergence-free. For more information on this matter and improved methods of velocity inlet 
boundary conditions, the reader is referred to [41-44].  
The resulting vertical profiles of non-dimensional mean streamwise velocity U/UH and streamwise turbulence intensity Iu obtained with the vortex method are compared to those measured in the wind tunnel in Figure 4. Note that the numerical profiles are averaged in the lateral direction. While the agreement is good for 
U/UH, one can notice the under-estimation of Iu by the CFD model by about 36% at the BE building height. This is attributed to the vortex method, which generates too low velocity fluctuations in the streamwise direction, and 
to the assumptions stated earlier for the computation of the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation 
rate at the inlet. However, the under-estimation of Iu at the inlet is assumed to have a relatively low influence on the plume dispersion since the turbulence at the location of the emitting building is mainly generated by the 
presence of the surrounding buildings. Note that experimental data of Iv and Iw were not available. The exhaust face of the stack is defined as a velocity inlet. The hydraulic diameter (0.002 m at model 
scale) and an assumed value of turbulence intensity of 10% are prescribed in order to generate fluctuations on 
the mean velocity profile (uniform on the exhaust face) with the vortex method [40]. The top and lateral 
boundaries of the domain are defined as symmetry boundaries. At the outlet plane, zero static pressure is 
imposed. The ground and building surfaces are defined as walls and each wall-adjacent cell’s centroid is 
assumed to fall either in the linear sub-layer, in the buffer layer or in the logarithmic region of the boundary 
layer, depending on its distance from the wall [45]. Note that the roughness of the ground is not taken into 
account in the wall treatment imposed at this boundary but the empty length upstream of the buildings is 
sufficiently short to limit the degradation of the inflow profiles imposed at the inlet of the domain [46,47]. In 
addition, the presence of the upstream buildings and the related building-generated turbulence is expected to 
significantly reduce the influence of any unintended streamwise gradients [47] in the empty upstream length of 
the domain. 
 
2.2. Turbulence and dispersion modeling 
 
With LES, the flow equations are filtered so that the distinction is made between the scales of motion which are 
smaller than the filter width (equal to the grid size in this case) and those that are larger. Only the largest scales 
of motion are explicitly resolved. LES is used here with the dynamic Smagorinsky subgrid-scale (SGS) model 
[48-50]. The Smagorinsky coefficient is computed at each time step based on the smallest resolved scales. 
Dispersion of the pollutant gas is treated with the Eulerian approach: the SF6 concentration is considered as a passive scalar (c) transported by an advection-diffusion equation. The results are expressed in non-
dimensional form with the concentration coefficient K: 
 
 K  = 
χH2UH
Qe
 (7) 
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where χ is the mean SF6 mass fraction and Qe is the exhaust rate [m3 s-1]. Note that, following the definition used 
in the report of the experiments K is expressed as a function of χ, which is directly linked to the concentration c 
[kg m-3]. Once filtered, the dispersion equation contains the so-called SGS mass flux qsgsሬሬሬሬሬԦ, representing the 
effects of the smallest scales of motion on the resolved concentration field. It is computed based on the gradient 
of the resolved concentration:  
 
qsgs,i ≡ uicതതതത	-	uതicത = -Dsgs	
∂cത
∂xi (8)   
where the overbar represents the filtering operator and Dsgs is the SGS mass diffusivity computed via the SGS 
viscosity νsgs and the SGS Schmidt number Scsgs = νsgs/Dsgs, which is here computed at each time step using a test 
filter, with a similar procedure as the Smagorinsky coefficient Cs [50,51]. To analyze the dispersion process, the time mean mass transport is decomposed into the transport by the 
time mean flow field and by the turbulent fluctuations. The former corresponds to the (time mean) convective 
mass flux QcሬሬሬሬԦ and the latter to the turbulent mass flux QtሬሬሬሬԦ. In the LES framework, these fluxes are defined as follows: 
 
Qc,i = <	uഥ i	>	×	<	c	ഥ> (9)   
Qt,i = <uതi'cത'>	+	<qsgs,i> (10) 
  
where the angle brackets denote the time averaging operator, the overbar indicates a filtered variable and the 
apostrophe denotes the fluctuation of a given variable in such a way that c(t) = <c> + c’(t). Note that the time 
mean value of a variable is symbolized by a capital letter: <c> = C. By extension, QsgsሬሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ	corresponds to the vector 
of components Qsgs,i = <qsgs,i>. In the next section the computed fluxes are presented in non-dimensional form related to Q0, the reference flux [kg m-2 s-1], which is defined by: 
 
Q0 = 
Qe	ρSF6
H2
 (11) 
 
where ρSF6 is the density of SF6.  
2.3. Numerical procedure 
 
The momentum equation is discretized with a bounded central-differencing scheme and a second-order upwind 
scheme is used for the energy and SF6 concentration equations. Pressure interpolation is second order. Time integration is second order implicit. The non-iterative fractional step method [53] is used for time advancement. 
The time step is set to Δt = 5×10-4 s in both cases, leading to a Courant number below 1 in the majority of the 
cells. The corresponding non-dimensional time step is Δt* = Δt×UH/H = 0.048. The results presented hereafter have been averaged over a period of 6 s (12,000 time steps), corresponding to 15 flow-through times (Tft = 
Lx/Uref, where Lx is the length of the domain and Uref is the mean streamwise velocity at 0.6 m height) for case SW. 
 
3. Results: southwest wind direction (case SW) 
 
3.1. Mean concentration field 
 
Figure 5a shows a top view of the BE building and the Faubourg building with indication of the stack location 
(SL3), the 15 wind-tunnel measurement positions (13 on the roof of the BE building and 2 at the top of the 
leeward facade of the Faubourg building) and the measured values (100K). Figure 5b compares computed and 
measured values at the 15 measurement positions, showing a good agreement, with computed values within a 
factor of 3 from the measurements. Overall, the LES simulation underestimates the concentration values. This 
can be attributed to the lower approach-flow turbulence intensity (Fig. 4b). A larger approach-flow turbulence 
intensity could have resulted in stronger mixing in the near-wake region downwind of the Faubourg facade. This 
in turn could  have resulted in higher pollution concentrations further downstream of this facade. Figure 6b 
shows the contours of K in the vertical plane y = ystack aligned with the wind direction and containing the stack, and Figure 6c shows the contours of K in the horizontal plane z/H = 1.47, corresponding to 20 m height in full-
scale dimensions. The plume is deviated towards the leeward facade of the upstream Faubourg building, against 
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the approach-flow wind direction. In the horizontal plane, one can notice the asymmetry of the plume shape 
with respect to the plane y = ystack. This feature is attributed to the irregular shape of the Faubourg building. Further analysis of the plume features can be performed by the observation of the mass fluxes. 
 
3.2. Mass fluxes 
 
In order to evaluate the relative contribution of mass transport modeling (QsgsሬሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ) with respect to what is resolved 
by the LES model (<uതi'cത'>), the ratio of the SGS mass flux magnitude to the total turbulent mass flux magnitude is depicted in Figure 7. Note that the SGS contribution is evaluated here with the model in use (Eq. 2), whose 
accuracy is not proven. However, even if not perfectly accurate, this model can reasonably be assumed to 
provide the correct order of magnitude for the SGS mass flux. In the region above the emitting building, the 
magnitude of QsgsሬሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than QtሬሬሬሬԦ. This is attributed to the high grid 
resolution that has been used to discretize the BE building and to discretize the stacks on its roof (the four 
different stack locations used in the experiment were included in each computational grid). The contribution of 
the subgrid scales becomes more important around the Faubourg building and reaches levels above 10%. The 
reason is twofold: first, larger cells are used in the computational grid around this neighboring building and, 
second, relatively large gradients of concentration are present at these locations (see Eq. 2). However, it should 
be emphasized that since the velocity and concentration fluctuations are weaker at this location, the magnitude 
of the total turbulent flux is low and the relatively large contribution of the subgrid scales does not significantly 
affect the dispersion of the pollutant. Note that the dynamic treatment of Scsgs avoids the input of any parameter to compute the SGS mass flux. Otherwise, Scsgs is a user input. It seems that no consensus exists in the literature on any particular value, considering the various values that can be found, e.g. 0.5 in [54], 0.6 in [55], 0.72 in 
[56] or 0.9 in [57]. 
The contours of non-dimensional convective mass flux in the streamwise direction (Qc,x/Q0) are depicted in Figures 8a,b. In the plane y = ystack (Fig. 8a), the blue zone corresponds to the mean backflow occurring in the wake of the Faubourg building. The negative values of the mean velocity observed in this region are partly 
(together with the turbulence effects, see later) responsible for the backward transport of the pollutant and the 
resulting K-contours observed earlier. In the upper region (around the roof level of the Faubourg building) and 
farther downstream, the mean streamwise velocity is positive and carries the pollutant gas downstream (Qc,x > 0). At first, the flow and dispersion patterns in the wake of the Faubourg building seem rather similar to the case 
of a pollutant source placed in the wake of a generic simple building [58, 59]. However, the observation of the 
contours in the horizontal plane z/H = 1.47 (Fig. 8b) reveals that small irregularities in the Faubourg building 
shape are responsible for significantly different flow characteristics. Instead of being negative in the entire 
region behind the building (i.e. what would happen for a rectangular-shaped building with wind flow 
perpendicular to the facade), Qc,x is positive in the zone colored in red (dark gray) for y > ystack, and a totally different plume shape could be expected if the source was located in this region. The asymmetry of the wake 
can also be observed in the contours of Qc,y/Q0 (Fig. 8d); the stack is located in a region of negative convective flux in the lateral direction, which partly explains the slight deviation towards the negative y-direction at the 
level of the stack, as observed in Figure 6c. The relatively high vertical velocity at the exhaust can be observed 
in Figure 8c: the vertical convective flux is intense and reaches high values up to the roof of the Faubourg 
building. Farther downstream, reattachment of the flow occurs, leading on average to negative mean vertical 
velocity and Qc,z < 0.  The contours of the turbulent mass flux components normalized by Q0 are depicted in Figure 9. In the streamwise direction (Figs. 9a,b), the sign of the flux is opposite to that of ∂C/∂x in the vicinity of the stack, 
with blue (resp. red) zones corresponding to “+” (resp. “-”) sign. Hence, the standard gradient-diffusion (SGD) 
hypothesis generally used with RANS models is verified in this zone. As stated earlier, it is shown here that the 
deviation of the plume towards the leeward facade of the Faubourg building is not only due to the mean flow but 
also to the turbulent fluctuations. At the Faubourg building’s roof level, Qt,x is opposite to Qc,x and is relatively less intense (Fig. 9a). This large region colored in blue and light blue (light gray) is partly characterized by a 
decrease of mean concentration in the zone marked “CG” (i.e. Counter-Gradient) in the figure: here the 
turbulent mass transport obeys a counter-gradient mechanism, presumably due to the vortical structures 
generated at the front corner of the Faubourg building that are transported downstream in this area [32]. 
However, due to the lower location of the pollutant source in this case, this phenomenon does not play a major 
role on the dispersion, contrary to the case where the emitting building would directly face the ABL flow 
without upstream obstruction [21]. Another CG zone of turbulent mass transport is identified in the horizontal 
plane z/H = 1.47 (Fig. 9b): the blue zone starting from the northern corner of the Faubourg building where Qc,x and ∂C/∂x are both negative. As described in [32] for a cubical building, vortical structures are present in the 
shear layers developing on the sides of the building and are responsible for this mechanism of turbulent mass 
transport. In the vertical and lateral directions (Figs. 9c,d), the SGD hypothesis is generally verified: Qt,z and Qt,y 
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are directed from the high to low levels of mean concentration. In these directions, the convective and turbulent 
mass transport mechanisms act with similar intensity. 
 
4. Results: west wind direction (case W) 
 
4.1. Mean concentration field 
 
Figure 10a shows the stack location (SL1), the 14 wind-tunnel measurement positions on the roof of the BE 
building and the measured values (100K). Figure 10b compares computed and measured values at the 14 
measurement positions. For 8 positions, the agreement is good (within a factor 4), however deviations are very 
large for 6 positions (note that 2 symbols are overlapping). These positions and values are encircled in the 
figures. The large underestimations by the LES simulation are mainly attributed to the deviation of the plume 
shape, as explained below. The isosurface K = 1 and the contours of K in the planes y = ystack and z/H = 1.47 for 
case W are shown in Figure 11. Note that the figures are flipped compared to case SW to allow visualizing the 
plume: the wind direction is from right to left. The buildings that can be seen upstream of the BE building in 
Figures 11b,c are relatively far from it, outside of the plane y = ystack (see also Fig. 3) and do not significantly 
disturb the plume trajectory. As a consequence, the pollutant gas is mainly transported downstream by the wind 
flow. In Figure 11c, it can be seen that the plume centerline is not aligned with the flow direction. The plume is 
subjected to a deviation towards the positive y-direction, which was not observed in the wind-tunnel experiment 
and is therefore interpreted as the main reason for the relatively large discrepancies observed for this case 
between numerical and experimental values of concentration on the roof of the emitting building (Fig. 10b).  
 
4.2. Mass fluxes 
 
The contribution of the unresolved scales to the total turbulent mass flux in the area of interest is also minor in 
this case. In the two planes shown in Figure 12, the SGS mass flux is about two orders of magnitude smaller 
than the total turbulent mass flux. Higher contributions are observed around the Faubourg building without large 
impact on the plume dispersion. 
Contrary to case SW, the pollutant source in case W is not located in the immediate vicinity of high-rise 
buildings and the plume is consequently less disturbed, as already shown in the previous section. No backflow is 
observed at the stack location and the streamwise component of the convective mass flux is therefore positive in 
this region (Figs. 13a,b). Note that a small region downstream of the Faubourg building is characterized by Qc,x < 0 (see Fig. 13b) but the magnitude of the associated flux is low because only a small pollutant quantity 
reaches this zone. The vertical velocity is negative in the plane y = ystack (except around the stack exhaust), leading to Qc,z < 0 (Fig. 13c). This is due to the downflow created by the high-rise buildings present in the upstream region of the domain (see Fig. 3). As far as the lateral component of the convective flux is concerned, 
Figure 13d shows that it is positive at the stack, which creates the plume deviation observed in the mean 
concentration contours. The positive lateral velocities at this location are due to the presence of the Faubourg 
building, which causes a change in the direction of the incoming wind flow. It should be noticed that the sign of 
Qc,y becomes opposite very close to the stack. Therefore, a small change in the stack location towards the zone colored in blue (light gray) in Figure 13d would cause a very different plume behavior. This constitutes a 
possible explanation for the poor agreement between the K-values computed by LES and those measured in the 
wind tunnel.  
In Figure 14a, the contours of the streamwise turbulent mass flux in the plane y = ystack are shown. It appears that while the mean concentration is decreasing from the stack exhaust towards the positive x-direction, 
the streamwise component of the turbulent mass flux is negative. Turbulent mass transport is therefore 
following a CG mechanism in this direction and at this location, marked “CG” in the figure. However, when 
observing the field of Qt,x/Q0 in the plane z/H = 1.47 (Fig. 14b), one can see that the link between the signs of the x-components of the turbulent mass flux and mean concentration gradient is not evident: Qt,x is changing sign along the plume centerline, from negative around the stack to positive farther downstream. Note that this 
change of sign is occurring at the level of the large structure present on the roof of the BE building. In [32], the 
role of the vortical structures on the process of turbulent mass transport was shown. Here, the turbulent eddies 
generated by the rooftop structure interact with those emanating from the front corner of the emitting building 
and possibly affect turbulent mass transport in the streamwise direction, resulting in the contours of Qt,x observed. Another important difference with the case of isolated buildings studied in the aforementioned 
reference is the orientation of the emitting building with respect to the incoming flow direction. It is known 
indeed that the structure of the flow around bluff bodies is strongly dependent on this parameter [60]. Further 
research on the influence of wind direction and of rooftop structures on the turbulent dispersion mechanism is 
needed to clarify this point. In the vertical direction (Fig. 14c), Qt,z > 0 in the region where ∂C/∂z < 0, and vice 
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versa: the SGD hypothesis of turbulent mass transport is thus verified. The same conclusion holds for the lateral 
direction, as shown in Figure 14d.  
 
5. Discussion 
 
For case SW, the pollutant source is located in the wake recirculation zone of the high-rise Faubourg building. 
This wake has a particular asymmetric shape, different from that downstream of a simple rectangular building 
because of the irregular shape of the Faubourg building. The plume is deviated towards the leeward facade of 
the Faubourg building, not only due to the mean backflow, but also because of the turbulent fluctuations. 
Nevertheless, convection appears to be the dominant mechanism of mass transport in the streamwise direction, 
emphasizing the need for accurate prediction of the mean flowfield by the CFD model. The use of LES is 
therefore recommended for this kind of study, taking into account its superior accuracy in comparison with 
RANS for the simulation of wind flow around bluff bodies.  
The analysis of flow and dispersion around an isolated cubical building [32] has shown the crucial role 
played by the vortical structures in the turbulent dispersion process. These structures are responsible for the 
Counter-Gradient (CG) mechanism of turbulent dispersion occurring in the streamwise direction. This CG 
mechanism is not observed around the source for case SW, because of the absence of large-scale vortical 
structures at this location, in the wake of the Faubourg building. However, in the shear layers developing from 
the roof and sides of the Faubourg building, regions with a CG mechanism, i.e. where the turbulent mass flux is 
directed from the low to high levels of mean concentration, are present. Similar to the case of dispersion around 
an isolated building, this is attributed to the vortices generated at the windward edges of the Faubourg building. 
In the lateral and vertical directions, convective and turbulent mass fluxes are of similar intensity and the 
turbulent mass flux is directed from the high to low levels of mean concentration, acting like a diffusion process.  
For case W, the influence of the surrounding buildings on the dispersion process is less pronounced, as 
can be seen in the plume shape and mean concentration contours. However, the vertical convective flux is 
negative, suggesting a significant influence of the high-rise upstream buildings on the local flow pattern around 
the BE building, even though they are located relatively far away from the BE building. The stack lies in a 
critical zone of the flowfield where the lateral component of velocity – and of convective mass flux – is 
changing sign within a short distance. Thus, a small change in the stack location would result in a very different 
plume behavior, which constitutes a possible explanation for the large deviations between computed and 
measured concentration values on the roof of the BE building. The CG mechanism of turbulent mass transport 
in the streamwise direction can be observed but only within a limited region around the source, which contrasts 
with the case of dispersion around an isolated building. The location where Qt,x is changing sign coincides with the position of a rooftop structure on the emitting building, which suggests that these structures affect turbulent 
dispersion and should not be neglected in the CFD model. Similarly, the orientation of the building with respect 
to the incoming wind flow direction affects the turbulent flow patterns and constitutes a possible explanation to 
the complexity of the turbulent mass flux field in this case. In the vertical and lateral directions, turbulent mass 
transport acts as a diffusion mechanism – like for case SW, with the turbulent mass flux directed from the high 
to low levels of mean concentration.  
For the two wind directions under study, the magnitude of the SGS mass flux appears to be at least two 
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the total turbulent mass flux in the region of interest, i.e. the region with 
high pollutant concentrations above the emitting building. This is an indication of appropriate grid resolution in 
this region. Larger contributions (> 10%) of the scales smaller than the grid size are observed around the 
surrounding buildings due to an increase of the cell size and a decrease of the velocity and concentration 
fluctuations at these locations. However, this is sufficiently far from the source to have a small effect on the 
plume dispersion. It should be noted that by analogy with RANS modeling of the turbulent mass flux, the SGS 
mass flux with LES is assumed proportional and opposite to the gradient of resolved concentration. Considering 
the low contribution of the SGS mass flux, the SGS Schmidt number – which was computed here with a 
dynamic procedure – will have low influence on dispersion.  
 
6. Conclusions 
 
Large-Eddy Simulation of near-field pollutant dispersion in the actual urban environment of part of downtown 
Montreal has been performed. The case under study involves a stack on the roof of a low-rise building in 
downtown Montreal, for two different wind directions (southwest and west). The focus has been on the 
convective and turbulent (including subgrid-scale) mass fluxes computed by LES. The latter allows evaluating 
the standard gradient-diffusion (SGD) hypothesis generally used with the steady RANS turbulence modeling 
approach for turbulent mass transport. Also, an attempt has been made to link the results obtained here to those 
of earlier studies of dispersion around isolated buildings, in order to assess the relevance of generic studies for 
more complex practical applications. 
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Because of the particular geometry of the building group, the wind flow and dispersion patterns in the 
modeled part of downtown Montreal are complex and difficult to predict, even qualitatively. In this sense, the 
present results have shown differences when compared to the simpler case of dispersion around an isolated 
building. For example the structure of the wake of the irregular-shaped Faubourg building for case SW was 
significantly different from that of a rectangular building.  
However, some important similarities with the case of the isolated building were also found, such as the 
occurrence of the CG mechanism of streamwise turbulent mass transport for both wind directions. When using 
RANS, the turbulent mass flux model should therefore be able to reproduce this mechanism – contrary to the 
SGD hypothesis. Another example of similarity between applied and generic cases is the relative importance of 
the turbulent and convective mass transport: in the same way as dispersion around an isolated building, 
convection is dominant in the streamwise direction whereas the two flux types act with similar intensity in the 
two other directions for both cases SW and W. The physical insight gained in the study of generic cases is also 
precious when analyzing the results of more complex and applied cases. It has, for example, been possible to 
explain the absence of the CG mechanism of the streamwise turbulent mass transport around the source for the 
case SW, based on the conclusions of an earlier study of dispersion around an isolated building. Furthermore, 
simple generic cases can generally be simulated on computational grids containing a reasonable number of cells. 
Hence, the simulations are more economical to run and can be used to test the accuracy of the numerical model, 
which can subsequently be applied to more complex applied cases. In this way, the present study supports the 
relevance of the investigation of environmental processes on generic, simplified cases. 
Reciprocally, this study shows that applied cases are useful to give indications on which parameters are 
relevant to be tested for simplified cases. For example, the influence of the rooftop structures and of the 
orientation of the emitting building was indicated by the analysis of dispersion under westerly wind direction. 
Further research should therefore focus on – among others - the influence of these parameters on near-field 
pollutant dispersion around buildings. 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. (a) View from south of the BE building and its surroundings in downtown Montreal and wind 
directions considered in the present study. (b,c) Wind-tunnel model for (b) case SW and (c) case W. 
 
Figure 2. Case SW: (a) computational domain; (b) computational grid on the building and ground surfaces (total 
number of cells: 4,791,744); and (c) a close view of the grid on the BE building. The wind flow is in the x-
direction (from back to front of the page). 
 
Figure 3. Case W: (a) computational domain; (b) computational grid on the building and ground surfaces (total 
number of cells: 5,257,343); and (c) a close view of the grid on the BE building. The wind flow is in the x-
direction (from back to front of the page). 
 
Figure 4. Experimental (symbols) and numerical profiles generated at the inlet of the computational domain 
(lines) of (a) non-dimensional mean streamwise velocity (U/UH) and (b) streamwise turbulence intensity (Iu).  
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Figure 5. Case SW: (a) Top view of BE building and Faubourg building with indication of stack location (SL3), 
15 measurement positions and measured values (100K). (b) Scatter plot of 100K values comparing LES with 
experiments.  
 
Figure 6. Case SW: (a) isosurface K = 1 and (b,c) contours of the non-dimensional concentration coefficient K 
in the planes (a) y = ystack and (b) z/H = 1.47. The wind direction is indicated by the arrows. The dashed line in (b) indicates the position of the plane shown in (c), and vice versa. 
 
Figure 7. Case SW: relative contribution of the SGS mass flux to the total turbulent mass flux. Contours of 
|Qsgs/Qt| in the planes (a) y = ystack and (b) z/H = 1.47. 
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Figure 8. Case SW: contours of the (a,b) streamwise, (c) vertical and (d) lateral components of the non-
dimensional convective mass flux in the planes (a,c) y = ystack and (b,d) z/H = 1.47.  
Figure 9. Case SW: contours of the (a,b) streamwise, (c) vertical and (d) lateral components of the non-
dimensional turbulent mass flux in the planes (a,c) y = ystack and (b,d) z/H = 1.47. The dashed lines represent the isolines ∂C/∂xi = 0 in the corresponding direction: (a,b) xi = x, (c) xi = z, (d) xi = y. On each side of the isoline, the sign of ∂C/∂xi is indicated in circles (+ : positive; - : negative). 
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 Figure 10. Case W: (a) Top view of BE building and Faubourg building with indication of stack location (SL1), 
14 measurement positions and measured values (100K).  The positions with least agreement are encircled. (b) 
Scatter plot of 100K values comparing LES with experiments.  
 
Figure 11. Case W: (a) isosurface K = 1 and (b,c) contours of the non-dimensional concentration coefficient K in 
the planes (a) y = ystack and (b) z/H = 1.47. The wind direction is indicated by the arrows. The dashed line in (b) indicates the position of the plane shown in (c), and vice versa. 
 
Figure 12. Case W: relative contribution of the SGS mass flux to the total turbulent mass flux. Contours of 
|Qsgs/Qt| in the planes (a) y = ystack and (b) z/H = 1.47. 
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Figure 13. Case W: contours of the (a,b) streamwise, (c) vertical and (d) lateral components of the non-
dimensional convective mass flux in the planes (a,c) y = ystack and (b,d) z/H = 1.47.  
Figure 14. Case W: contours of the (a,b) streamwise, (c) vertical and (d) lateral components of the non-
dimensional turbulent mass flux in the planes (a,c) y = ystack and (b,d) z/H = 1.47. The dashed lines represent the isolines ∂C/∂xi = 0 in the corresponding direction: (a,b) xi = x, (c) xi = z, (d) xi = y. On each side of the isoline, the sign of ∂C/∂xi is indicated in circles (+: positive; -: negative). 
